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The below is attributable to Spokesperson Heather Nauert:

On June 28, Deputy Secretary of State John J. Sullivan met with Algerian
Foreign Minister Abdelkader Messahel on the margins of the U.S.-Algeria
Counterterrorism Dialogue in Algiers. During the meeting, Deputy Secretary
Sullivan thanked Foreign Minister Messahel and the Algerian people for their
sacrifices in the shared fight against terrorism and for the role Algeria
plays in promoting regional stability and preventing violent extremism.

The Deputy Secretary and Foreign Minister also discussed cooperation to
address other regional issues, including their support for the UN-led
diplomatic efforts to stabilize Libya and opportunities to expand U.S.-
Algerian economic ties.
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The below is attributable to Spokesperson Heather Nauert:

Secretary Pompeo met today at the Department of State with Saudi Minister of
Energy, Industry, and Mineral Resources Khalid al-Falih. They discussed
energy security and other issues of mutual concern.
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June 28, 2018

The below is attributable to Spokesperson Heather Nauert:

Secretary Michael R. Pompeo met with Colombian President-elect Ivan Duque
today and congratulated him for his victory. Secretary Pompeo and President-
elect Duque reaffirmed the enduring partnership between the United States and
Colombia based on our shared democratic values. They discussed the need for
continued action to reduce coca cultivation and cocaine production in
Colombia. Secretary Pompeo reaffirmed U.S. support for a just and lasting
peace in Colombia, and they reviewed the Hemisphere’s support for the
Venezuelan people and the restoration of their democracy.
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The Department of State renewed its Travel Advisory for Turkey on June 28,
2018. The Department continues to advise travelers to reconsider travel to
Turkey. This replaces the previous Travel Advisory that was issued on January
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10, 2018.

The full text of the new Travel Advisory is as follows:

Turkey – Level 3: Reconsider Travel

Reconsider travel to Turkey due to terrorism and arbitrary detentions. Some
areas have increased risk. Read the entire Travel Advisory.

Do not travel to:

Areas along the Turkey-Syria border and the southeastern provinces of Hatay,
Kilis, Gaziantep, Sanliurfa, Sirnak, Diyarbakir, Van, Siirt, Mus, Mardin,
Batman, Bingol, Tunceli, Hakkari, and Bitlis due to terrorism.

Terrorist groups continue plotting possible attacks in Turkey. Terrorist
organizations explicitly target Western tourists and expatriates for
kidnapping and assassination. Terrorists may attack with little or no
warning, targeting tourist locations, transportation hubs, markets/shopping
malls, local government facilities, hotels, clubs, restaurants, places of
worship, parks, major sporting and cultural events, educational institutions,
airports, and other public areas.

Under the State of Emergency, security forces have detained tens of thousands
of individuals, including U.S. citizens, suspected of affiliation with
alleged terrorist organizations based on scant or secret evidence and grounds
that appear to be politically motivated. U.S. citizens have also been subject
to travel bans that prevent them from departing Turkey.

Participation in gatherings, protests, and demonstrations not explicitly
approved by the Government of Turkey can result in detention or arrest.

The U.S. government subjects its personnel in Turkey to certain security
restrictions that are subject to change.

Read the Safety and Security section on the country information page.

If you decide to travel to Turkey:

Stay alert in locations frequented by Westerners, particularly at
popular tourist locations in Istanbul.
Avoid demonstrations and crowds.
Stay at hotels with identifiable security measures.
Monitor local media and adjust your plans based on new information.
Enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) to receive Alerts
and make it easier to locate you in an emergency.
Follow the Department of State on Facebook and Twitter.
Review the Crime and Safety Report for Turkey.
S. citizens who travel abroad should always have a contingency plan for
emergency situations. Review the Traveler’s Checklist.

Southeast Turkey and the Syrian Border – Level 4: Do Not Travel
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Southeastern Turkey, including the provinces of Hatay, Kilis, Gaziantep,
Sanliurfa, Sirnak, Diyarbakir, Van, Siirt, Mus, Mardin, Batman, Bingol,
Tunceli, Hakkari, and Bitlis, is vulnerable to terrorist activities.
Terrorist attacks, including suicide bombings, ambushes, car bomb
detonations, improvised explosive devices, as well as kidnappings for ransom,
shootings, roadblocks, and violent demonstrations have occurred in these
areas.

Do not to travel to the large urban centers near the Turkish/Syrian border
due to the continued threat of attacks by terrorist groups based in both
Turkey and Syria. The government of Turkey prohibits border crossings from
Syria into Turkey, even if the traveler previously entered Syria from Turkey.

The U.S. government has very limited ability to provide emergency services to
U.S. citizens traveling in southeastern Turkey as the U.S. government
restricts its employees from traveling to the region.

Visit our website for Travel to High-Risk Areas.
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The Secretary of State reported on June 28, 2018 to the appropriate
Congressional committees that, consistent with section 306(c)(2) of the Cuban
Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act of 1996 (22 U.S.C. 6021 –
6091) and the authority delegated to the Secretary by the President on
January 31, 2013, the Secretary had made the statutorily required
determination in order to suspend for six months beyond August 1, 2018, the
right to bring an action under Title III of the Act.
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